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SUMMARY
Fertility is a major challenge for beef producers in the harsh and diverse environmental
conditions of Northern Australia. Two of the most significant environmental challenges facing
breeding females are low and variable nutrition and exposure to severe heat stress. This paper aimed
to define novel environmental descriptors that can be used to account for these effects when
modelling fertility traits. Nutrition descriptors were based on rainfall records and average daily
liveweight gain (ADWG). Heat stress descriptors were based on daily values for a temperature
humidity index (THI). Three fertility phenotypes were collected as part of the Northern Genomics
project; puberty (CL600), first pregnancy (PD1) and second pregnancy (PD2). The aims of this study
were to examine the relationship between fertility traits and continuous environmental descriptors
and confirm the importance of puberty attainment to subsequent reproductive success. Animals that
were pubertal at CL600 were found to have increased odds of success in subsequent pregnancy
recording. Environmental descriptors based on THI successfully defined an environmental gradient
as the cumulative exposure to chronic heat stress. ADWG successfully modelled nutritional
availability for PD1 and PD2 but descriptors based upon total rainfall were not successful.
INTRODUCTION
The Northern Australia beef industry contains 60% of Australia’s national herd and is defined
by diverse and challenging environmental conditions (McLean et al. 2014). These conditions
negatively impact female fertility, an important driver of profitability. The environment represents
more than location or a contemporary group, it is the sum-total of the temperature, rainfall, pasture
availability and other factors to which animals are exposed. The environmental descriptors examined
in this study were designed to account for environmental variation as a continuous variable based
upon available weather information and animal weight gain performance. Also examined was the
role of early attainment of puberty on subsequent pregnancy. Overall herd productivity is enhanced
by large numbers of maiden heifers becoming pubertal, conceiving and subsequently calving early
in the breeding season, giving maximum opportunity for lifetime reproductive success. The
objectives of this study were to assess the relationship between fertility traits and novel, continuous
environmental descriptors measured in Northern Australia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Phenotypes. The project utilized heifer data (n = 24,768) from 54 commercial herds from across
Northern Australia, collected as part of the ongoing Northern Genomics project. The animals
represented a diverse range of breeds including: Brahman, Angus, Belmont Red, Charolais,
Droughtmaster, Shorthorn, Limousin, Santa Gertrudis, Boran and Wagyu (Hayes et al. 2019). Heifer
reproductive maturity (CL600) was measured when approximately 50% of the contemporary herd
was sexually mature, using a one-time ovarian scan via ultrasound to detect the presence of a Corpus
Luteum (CL; n = 25,176), following the procedures outlined by Hayes et al. (2019). This trait was
nominally measured at approximately 600 d of age. Heifers which displayed a CL or were pregnant,
were deemed ‘pubertal’, the rest ‘non-pubertal’. Heifer pregnancy status was measured as foetal age
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in weeks (n = 20,989) at approximately 2.5 yrs of age, following the heifer’s first breeding season,
and the subsequent pregnancy (n = 10,072) at approximately 3.5 yrs of age (PD1 = first pregnancy
and PD2 = second pregnancy). Animals were also recorded for liveweight (Wt), hip height (HH),
body condition score (BCS) and a tail hair sample taken.
Environmental Descriptors. Weather data for each collaborating property was obtained using
the NASAPOWER package in R 3.5.3 (Sparks 2018). NASAPOWER data is a publicly available
global climatology database with a 0.5° by 0.5° arc of longitude and latitude (Sparks 2018). Based
upon the coordinates provided for each collaborator, daily observations of rainfall, temperature and
relative humidity data were downloaded for the 20 years preceding the date of trait recording.
The temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) was used to calculate a daily temperature
humidity index (THI) via using the formula from Wijffels et al. (2013).
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 0.8 ∗ 𝑇𝑇 + �(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∗ 0.01) ∗ (𝑇𝑇 − 14.4)� + 46.4
To assess the impact of the severity of the environment in which the heifers were exposed, the
number of days where THI was equal to or exceeded different thresholds (65-79) in the 6 months
prior to trait recording (CL600) or conception date (PD1) was assessed. A THI value of 79 was used
as it is considered to be the threshold of severe heat stress (Moran 2005; McGowan et al. 2014).
Chronic heat stress was also modelled by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) of daily THI
in the 120 d surrounding (60 d prior and 60 d post) trait recording/conception date.
Rainfall descriptors were based on the daily precipitation records. Three separate descriptors
were calculated based on key dates in the breeding cycle: conception date (PD1) and trait recording
date (CL600). Total rainfall (mm) in the 365 d prior to trait recording, total rainfall (mm) in the 120
d prior to trait recording and the standard deviation of rainfall in the 120 d prior to trait recording
compared to the 20 yr average of the same period and location.
ADWG was calculated as the average daily gain from CL600 to PD1 (kg/day). The effect of
ADWG was not modelled for CL600 as no Wt data prior to CL600 measurement was available.
Statistical Analysis. The B.indicus percentage and heterozygosity was calculated using the
methods outlined by Hayes et al. (2019). The environmental descriptors were fitted as fixed effects
in a generalized linear model. The equation of each generalized linear model was:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ~ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 + 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵% + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
CL600, PD1and PD2 were modelled as binary traits (0 = ‘non-pubertal’, 1 = ‘pubertal’ OR 0 = ‘nonpregnant’, 1 = ‘pregnant’) using a logistic regression. Statistical analysis was conducted using the
glm.db package in R (Ripley et al. 2013). Additional analysis to examine the effect of puberty at
CL600 on pregnancy was completed using a least squares mean test via the emmeans package in R
(Lenth et al. 2020). The relationship between CL600 score and all environmental measures was also
modelled using logistic regression (0 = “non-pubertal”, 1 = “pubertal”) using the glm.db package in
R (Ripley et al. 2013).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of CL600 on pregnancy. Heifers that were pubertal at CL600 had increased log odds of
pregnancy success at both PD1 (0.56) and PD2 (0.75) compared to non-pubertal heifers (P < 0.05).
This study has reinforced the usefulness of early puberty as a heritable trait capable of being
measured earlier in life and which has a positive and significant relationship to later-in-life
pregnancy traits (Johnston et al. 2014; Corbet et al. 2018). Heifers that are pubertal at the
commencement of joining conceive early, calve early and readily reconceive.
Effect of environmental descriptors on CL600. The effect of the number of days over THI 65
and 70 was significant and negative (P < 0.05. The cumulative daily THI for 120 d surrounding trait
recording was significant and negative (P < 0.05). Each additional day of severe heat stress (THI >=
79) to which heifers were exposed was significant (P < 0.05) to puberty attainment but suggested a
positive relationship, a results contrary to expectations. The results suggests that an increased heat
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load, particularly chronic heat stress in the period prior to ovarian scanning will reduce the
proportion of pubertal females. The reason for the lack of a relationship between acute heat stress
and diminished puberty outcome is unclear. The secretion of hormones by the structures of the
reproductive tract during estrus are subject to interference under high heat stress conditions, an effect
that has been accounted for by these descriptors (Wolfenson and Roth 2018). The rainfall total and
deviation of total rainfall from the long-term average and 12 mo rainfall in the preceding 12 mo
were both not significant to the outcome of CL600. This result suggests that the rainfall descriptors
did not conclusively account for the variability of nutrition.
Effect of environmental descriptors on PD1. The number of days to which animals were
exposed to THI thresholds of 65 and 70 in the 120 d surrounding conception date had a significant
impact (P < 0.05) and was associated with reduced pregnancy success. Area under the curve of daily
THI measurements and the number of days over 75 were both not significant. Days over 79 again
had a positive effect (P < 0.05). The results suggest that the THI descriptors adequately model
chronic heat stress and the detrimental impact it has on early pregnancy and cyclicity (Gilad et al.
1993). Total rainfall and deviation from average were not significant to pregnancy outcome. The
effect of ADWG was significant (P < 0.05), with increased ADWG being associated with improved
pregnancy results.
Effect of environmental descriptors on PD2. THI descriptors had a universally negative
relationship to second pregnancy and were significant (P < 0.05) for; AUC, and days over 75. This
was consistent with results for PD1 and CL600 in that a stronger relationship was found to chronic
heat stress rather than acute or severe heat stress. The lack of a significant relationship between acute
heat stress (days over 79) may be due to several factors, including adaptation and confounding
seasonal effects as peak THI typically coincides with the wet season, and thus peak nutritional
availability, in Northern Australia. The relationship of PD2 outcome to ADWG and rainfall echoed
the results from PD1, ADWG was significant (P < 0.05) while rainfall was not.
CONCLUSIONS
This study showed that heifers which were pubertal at CL600 had improved pregnancy outcomes
at PD1 and PD2. This underscores the importance of breeding heifers that are early maturing. Heifers
that are pubertal at the start of the joining period maximise the available time to conceive early in
the joining period which in turn increase the available time to re-conceive.
THI-based descriptors to measure chronic heat stress had significant relationships with puberty
attainment and heifer pregnancy. ADWG was found to have a significant relationship, in the
expected direction, with first and second pregnancy. However, descriptors based upon rainfall had
no significant relationship. The descriptors based upon ADWG and chronic heat stress satisfied the
primary objective of the study, to define an environmental gradient based on these descriptors.
Further refinement of rainfall descriptors is required.
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